Advanced Search

Build an advanced search. Articles returned will match all of the requested criteria.

With all of the words

With any of the words

Limit your search to...
  • Select Collections
  • Select Subjects or Titles
    - Art, Business, Geography, History, etc.
  • Select Publication Dates
  • Articles with the Following Features
    - Articles with images, Articles with audio, etc.

With the exact phrase

Without the words

Sort results by
  • Relevance
  • Length
  • Publication Date

Fields
  • Search only within headings

SEARCH
Click ‘Advanced Search’ to see flexible searching options.
Advanced Search

Search using “all words”, “exact phrases”, “any of the words”, or “none of the words” to bring out specific results.
Advanced Search

Change the way your results are sorted from most relevant, to date of publication or article length. Or, choose to search entry headings only, rather than full text.
Advanced Search

Select very specific titles or entry types to search within. Click ‘Selected Subjects or Titles…’ (next slide)
Advanced Search

Select individual titles to search. Results will display only from the titles selected.
Thank you!